CA, which will also monitor and control the timing of the Coast Guard was signed on June 2, 1986. A Coast Guard two chains. The two new chains will be integrated into the project team has been assembled to design and construct the existing Coast Guard LORAN-C operations and support LORAN-C stations necessary to complete coverage from structures.
coast-to-coast and border-to-border. A FAA Cost/Benefits
In designing the chain configuration to close the midStudy [1] identifies two primary economic benefits from the continent gap, designers have taken the aviation user into expansion of LORAN-C and installation of airport LORAN- primary consideration. A general definition of coverage is C monitors. They are direct IFR routing and non-precision the area where the system meets the navigation requirements approaches at airports without standard instrument approach of the typical user equipped with a standard receiver. In procedures. The study estimates that air taxis and businessgenerating coverage diagrams for marine use, the Coast related general aviation on established routes will be the first Guard has translated the general requirement to define to benefit from IFR direct routing. Widespread random IFR geometric-fix-accuracy limits and range limits [2] . The direct routing will need to wait until the air traffic control geometric-fix-accuracy is established at 1500 feet, 2 drms, system is upgraded. Meanwhile, direct Visual Flight Rules based on a time-difference standard deviation of 0.1 (VFR) routing is being widely used today. The study also microseconds. Predicted atmospheric noise and estimated estimates that over three-thousand airports without standard LORAN-C signal strength based on transmitted power and instrument approach procedures are candidates for LORAN- conductivity profiles are combined to obtain expected 1:3 C approaches. The FAA projects that LORAN-C approaches signal-to-noise (SNR) range limits. For example, the area along the West Coast from San FranThe extension of LORAN-C from a marine radionavigation cisco, CA, to Seattle, WA, would be without LORAN-C system to recognition and exploitation as an aviation aid-tocoverage if the secondary station at George, WA is off-air. navigation will cause overall navigation system changes both The FAA will be linked into the existing Coast Guard within the Coast Guard and the FAA. Issues to be dealt with notification system. The FAA will in-turn distribute informainclude integrity, momentary off-airs and the Notice-totion through the NOTAM system and develop a publication Airmen System. that will enable pilots to determine the impact of a station off-air. Comments or objections to a scheduled off-air will Integrity be considered by the appropriate Coast Guard LORAN-C Integrity is the ability of the aviator to detect a system abChain Manager. All reasonable efforts are made to accomnormality or a warning that the navigation system is not modate users to minimize the impact of a scheduled off-air. operating within tolerances. The capability to warn a pilot However, it may not be possible to satisfy all objections and that a LORAN-C base-line (master-secondary pair) is out-ofthe resulting schedule may appear to favor one user group. tolerance during a non-precision approach is of particular One factor that will also enter to off-air scheduling is the concern to the FAA. The Coast Guard procedure is to bliiik, cost to government to re-schedule the maintenance. an on-off pattern of the first two pulses of a secondary pulse group, when the system is out-of-tolerance. Both RTCA ALASKA EXPANSION Special Committees 137 and 158 are attempting to resolve the SNR that a receiver can detect blink within the tenOutside of CONUS, the Coast Guard is working with the second time period specified for a non-precision approach. A FAA to improve the LORAN-C coverage in Alaska. This FAA sponsored project under the Coast Guard/FAA MOA will be accomplished by double rating the Port Clarence, AK will investigate alternatives to the current blink procedure to Station (Northern Pacific Chain) to the Gulf of Alaska improve the detection ability of airborne LORAN-C equipChain. (See Figure 2 .) The new TOK-Narrow Cape-Port ment. The Coast Guard must also remain sensitive to the Clarence triad may be in limited operation as early as second effect of any change in LORAN-C system operating proquarter, FY 87. In the limited operation mode, the monitor cedures on the marine user community. Obviously meeting receivers at Loran Monitor Station Space Cape located in the concerns of both the aviation and marine communities Kodiak Island will be used to control the new base-line. Adwill make the jobs of our Loran Chain Managers more ditional monitor receivers in the coverage area will be added difficult.
later and remoted to Kodiak, AK. Figure 2 also have negligible effect on marine receivers. However there is concern that an error of several miles could be introduced in an airborne receiver. All LORAN-C receivers have circuitry implemented either in hardware or software to identify a track point, nominally the third cycle, on the transmitted LORAN-C pulse of each station tracked. Errors in this circuitry will result in time-difference errors in multiples of ten Ltz microseconds. In general, after a receiver verifies it is tracking the correct cycle, the cycle selection circuitry is disabled. There is concern that the tracking circuit in an airborne LORAN-C receiver may slip a cycle (10 microseconds) during a momentary off-air. Such an error could go undetected by a pilot until he can identify the error with another navigation aid. The issue of momentaries will// also be addressed under the Coast Guard/FAA MOA poor coverage area in Southeast Alaska, south of Juneau.
two-year GPS delay? How intensely will manufacturers of During the late 1970's and early 1980's plans were made to LORAN-C equipment market their equipment? The number construct an additional station at Yakutat, AK to fill in the of current terrestrial users of LORAN-C is small. However, missing coverage. Unfortunately, the Coast Guard could not the total number of trucks, automobiles and trains is enordevelop the necessary benefit/cost ratio to justify the addimous compared to ships, boats and airplanes. tional station and the project was canceled.
THE FUTURE CANADIAN AVIATION LORAN-C
The LORAN-C system has achieved high reliability by the The interest in aviation LORAN-C 
